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Commissioners,

Thank you for your attention during our brief presentations Wednesday night.  I wanted to follow-up on a few
things that came up that evening.  

First, however, I cannot emphasize strongly enough that our words and good-faith efforts will mean nothing at
all unless the Police Commission takes action on the recommended steps shown to reduce racial disparities.  
Many of these proposed solutions have been offered to the SFPD and this Commission by myself, DPA, a
variety of law enforcement experts as well as community and civil rights groups many times before.   And, just
as the enforcement disparities themselves have become dangerously normalized in San Francisco, Police
Commission inaction on the recommendations it receives on this subject has also become normalized within
the SFPD.   

That’s why when specifically asked for a presentation focused on solutions for its glaring racial disparities
problem, the SFPD’s lengthy presentation last week contained literally no new initiatives aimed specifically
at significantly reducing the disparities.  Instead, their proposed approach relies exclusively on reforms already
enacted or underway.  They are asking the Commission to have faith (as in “belief without evidence”) that what
they’re already doing will eventually… and indirectly…  result in reductions that will be “acceptable enough” to
the general public and, most importantly, to black and brown communities fed up with racially disparate
policing.  

Perhaps that’s why Chief Scott’s attention was apparently elsewhere during some of our presentations and, as
importantly, during the presentation from John Alden whose considerable and highly-respected expertise —
(developed during stints at SFPD Internal Affairs, the DPA, the San Francisco District Attorney’s Office and
now as the head of Oakland’s civilian oversight system) — is of obvious value to any serious effort in San
Francisco to address this problem.   After all, the SFPD has learned over the years that the Commission will
devote significant time to discussing and expressing concern about the disparities but, in the end, has been
very unlikely to actually require any specific action in a timely manner on recommendations from the
DPA, from the community, or from outside experts designed to combat them.   That’s presumably why, when
asked Wednesday for the SFPD’s response to our recommendations, the Chief offered no substantive reaction
at all to the various specific proposals — no critique, no specific areas of agreement or disagreement, just
platitudes — even though the summaries of our proposals had been available days in advance and, in my case,
had been provided in writing months prior.   

But in the end, the extreme enforcement disparities in San Francisco persist not primarily because the SFPD
itself has never made it a priority to reduce them.  They persist only because the civilian oversight body that
runs the SFPD — the Commission whose responsibility is to “manage and set policy for the Police Department”
(DGO 1.01) — has never required SFPD to actually do anything they weren’t already inclined to do in order to
reduce them.   It’s the Commission’s inaction that has allowed these disparities to persist… that has
normalized them… and that has normalized the SFPD’s very underwhelming reaction to them.   Specific, well-
informed proposals are on the table.  The SFPD’s indifference to them is predictable but, at this point, should
not be a barrier to Commission action given the ample opportunities SFPD has had to treat these proposals —
and the racial disparities they’d reduce — more seriously and with far greater urgency.  

If you hope to significantly reduce your racial disparities, you will act expeditiously to require the SFPD to:  

(1) proactively root out explicitly-biased officers from within its ranks by at least conducting the social
media reviews called for by the California RIPA Board in January;
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John M. Crew 
1743 Sanchez Street 


San Francisco, CA  94131 
(415) 793-4146 


johnmikecrew@gmail.com 


via e-mail 


September 21, 2016 


San Francisco Police Commission 
1745 Third Street 
San Francisco, CA  94158 


 RE:  Sept. 21 Mtg., Chief’s Report - Professional Standards Bureau Update - Consent Searches 


Dear Commissioners: 


 On April 10th, the San Francisco Chronicle published a story headlined “Traffic searches raise 
profiling fears” based on their analysis of three years of SFPD traffic stop and search data.   On April 1


20th, the Police Commission heard a presentation from the department on the data and briefly discussed 
the topic.    Commission President Loftus made a point of thanking the department for the portion of its 2


presentation — 


“… where you said `we are concerned by this data, and it gives us pause, and we want to do 
something different, and we want to find out what’s going on here.’   Because over the years 
there have been so many damning reports that suggest that this department is doing policing 
based on bias as a conclusion .…  I don’t believe it’s apples to oranges on these consent searches.  
It’s very clearly one race,  African Americans in particular, are getting searched and are 
agreeing to searches for any number of reasons.  I think that is troubling to you all.   It certainly 
was troubling to me.  In part because the next piece is `why is that?’   Good police work is not the 
enemy here.   Good police work is not the enemy but bias is.” 


President Loftus went on to summarize some of Professor Jennifer Eberhardt’s important research into 
implicit bias and requested monthly updates from the Professional Standards Bureau concluding —  


“For us as policy makers here, it’s not just a throw away - `we’ve gotta get rid of implicit bias.’  
Some of it is going to be - `what are the policies and procedures that we do?’  If we identify the 
part of this consent search part - if there’s this automatic response, that we’re all victimized by 
this (implicit) bias - what policy changes can we make to support officers in mitigating a bias 
that they have?  Because this consent search data is obviously very troubling.” 


 Events have conspired to delay those monthly updates but I am very pleased this item is now  
back on the Commission’s agenda.   It is time “to do something different.”  As I quickly summarized in 
my three minutes of public comment on this item in April, I believe there is a series of specific “next 
steps” - areas of inquiry and action - that can and should be immediately pursued.  The framework for 
them flows directly from President Loftus’s comments, from key recommendations of the President’s 21st 
Century Policing Task Force and from the work of the U.S. Department of Justice’s COPS Office and 
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Civil Rights Division.   This letter will detail specific suggested action items and questions I hope the 
Commission will pursue as soon as possible.   (I summarized these proposals in greatly abbreviated form 
for Captain Connolly in a short conversation after last week’s meeting and I thank him for his openness to 
my recommendations.)   


MY PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND 


 I admit that I take this issue and the delays in addressing it effectively quite personally.   When 
SFPD first started collecting demographic stop and search data in 1999, my children were barely school 
age.   They are now young adults who’ve been driving for many years now knowing that, simply because 
they are bi-racial African Americans, their hometown police force is demonstrably more likely to ask to 
search their car after a traffic stop in certain neighborhoods.   It’s now 2016 and SFPD should’ve made 
more progress on this issue by now.   On behalf of my kids, their friends, our extended family members 
when they’re in town, and our entire community - and on behalf of all the good folks in the SFPD who 
share these concerns because they know better than any of us that inadequately addressed racial profiling 
concerns make their jobs more difficult - please do not delay any further acting decisively on these 
issues.   No one is expecting this long-standing problem to be solved overnight.  But concrete progress 
can finally be made quickly if you’ll act on what this letter is suggesting.   


 I also admit to being highly moved by a mother’s public comments to the Commission in 
February complaining about the mistreatment by plainclothes officers of her African American son - who 
has since graduated from Fordham University - right outside their home.   The officers claimed the 
vehicle dropping off her son after music practice had failed to signal before pulling into a legal parking 
space.    As she told the press, “even San Francisco, which is supposedly an educated and progressive 3


city, is just as vulnerable as other communities.  Police brutality should not be a rite of passage for young 
black men.”    The Commission and Acting Chief Chaplin recommended to the Board of Supervisors in 
July that the City settle his lawsuit.   The monetary settlement was approved by a Board committee last 
week and will surely soon be approved by the full Board as well.   Will you now please take the steps 4


recommended below that would help prevent what happened to that mother’s son from happening far too 
frequently to other people of color in San Francisco?    


 I also have considerable professional expertise on law enforcement approaches to racial profiling 
concerns.    Along with my then-ACLU colleague, Michelle Alexander, in the late 1990’s I lead the 
ACLU’s effort in California to encourage and require law enforcement agencies to use data to identify 
possible racial profiling practices caused by unconscious bias or questionable tactics in traffic stops and 
searches.   I then launched and served as the founding Coordinator of the national ACLU’s Campaign 5


Against Racial Profiling and worked with the federal government, all the major national law enforcement 
organizations and several state legislatures to combat the problem using data, training, education and re-
evaluation of tactics.  In that capacity, I consulted with then-State Senator Barack Obama on his 
ultimately successful Illinois Traffic Stops Statistics Act.    With colleagues from the National 6


Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives and other associations representing African 
American and Latino police officers and executives, we convinced then-Texas Governor George W. Bush 
to direct his state police to collect stop and search data.    I was one of only two non-law enforcement 7


experts to join 17 law enforcement officials at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center in Georgia 


 http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Young-black-man-sues-SFPD-over-trumped-up-6494584.php3
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in a week-long intensive effort sponsored by the COPS Office to create the federal government’s first 
anti-profiling training lesson plan and video.     8


  
 I’m sharing this history not just to tout my own credentials but to also note the now quite lengthy  
historical context for addressing racial profiling concerns.   The good news is that there is much less 
denial and defensiveness these days within law enforcement about the existence of the problem because 
of - (1) the broader understanding of implicit bias and the realization that a racial profiling problem does 
not mean an officer or department is intentionally “racist”; (2) the prevalence and persistence of data 
documenting severe disparities; and, (3) the fruits of an intentional strategy encouraging respected voices 
in law enforcement to tell their own racial profiling stories in law enforcement circles.   When I was asked 
to address a national conference of the Police Executive Research Forum about racial profiling, the 
personal experiences shared by my co-presenter, O.J. Simpson prosecutor Christopher Darden, were far 
more impactful than anything I had to say.     At a Janet Reno-era Department of Justice “summit 9


meeting” between national civil rights and law enforcement leaders, I witnessed the initial defensiveness 
and resistance from police officials to even acknowledging the problem quickly start to melt away when 
then-Deputy Attorney General Eric Holder told compellingly personal stories of his own experiences with 
racial profiling.   Back then, the national police union umbrella group, the National Association of Police 
Organizations (NAPO) thought it was perfectly permissible (over my strong objection) to give a platform 
at their annual convention to a white separatist defending the alleged usefulness of racial profiling in a 
featured debate against yours truly.    Now, while NAPO and their local affiliate organization, the 10


SFPOA, still remain in considerable denial about the scope and severity of the racial profiling problem, at 
least even they would be unlikely to repeat that stunt.  


 So while some progress has been made, the bad news is that acknowledging the existence of the 
problem has not led to meaningful, sustained attempts to address it in San Francisco.   The point of the 
data collection wasn’t simply to collect more data.  The point was always to identify problems so they 
could be solved with policy solutions.   Data is a means, not an end.  When this issue was discussed in 
April, the department referenced James Bell at the Burns Institute encouraging them to always dig deeper 
with their data to analyze and understand issues.    I’m sure that’s correct but I’m also sure that James 
would also say that when the data has already identified a serious problem, addressing the problem should 
not be needlessly delayed while data collection is expanded and perfected.   Similarly, the Bar Association 
of San Francisco’s (BASF) important August 17th proposal for greatly expanded data collection, 
utilization and analysis details a path for the future.  In the meantime, the Commission and SFPD should 
be reacting more strongly to the problems revealed by the data it already has.     As the BASF report 
quotes Professor Eberhardt emphasizing, data should be used for problem-solving - “to make evidence-
based changes in policies, practices and procedures.”    The evidence is both long-standing and now 
overwhelming that SFPD has a significant problem with severe racial disparities in its use of consent 
searches.   It’s time to solve that problem.   


S.F.P.D. DATA ON TRAFFIC STOP SEARCHES 


 As summarized by the Chronicle  and confirmed by the department’s presentations to the 11


Commission, the 2013 to 2015 SFPD data shows —  


  http://www.ric-zai-inc.com/Publications/cops-t001-pub.pdf 8


 http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/S-F-takes-on-racial-profiling-in-studies-3085052.php9


 http://www.nytimes.com/1999/08/15/us/race-profiling-is-debated-at-a-meeting-for-police.html?_r=010
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• “(T)here was a large divide in whom police asked to search.  Over that three-year span 
African American motorists were eight times more likely to be searched with consent than 
white drivers.   Latino drivers were searched at almost four times the rate of white drivers.”   


• With respect to evidence-based searches, “Black drivers were searched at a rate more than 
four times higher than white drivers after being pulled over…. Latino motorists were 
searched almost two and one-half times as often as white drivers.” 


• Yet the “hit rate” for consent searches of African American, Latino and white drivers was 
nearly identical (between 12% - 13%) .   For evidence-based searches, the “hit rate” for 
African American was actually less than half of the rate for whites (32% vs. 74%) and was 
similarly disparate for Latinos and whites (41% vs. 74%). The black and brown disparities in 
comparison with “hit rates” for Asian drivers are even worse.   


• In other words, SFPD is far more likely to search African American and Latino drivers but 
no more likely to find contraband after consent searches and much less likely to find any 
after evidence-based searches compared to whites and Asians whose vehicles are searched 
far less often. 


• Per both the text of the story and a starkly illustrative map that appeared as a sidebar, most of 
these searches of both types took place in the Bayview and Mission neighborhoods.  


• Calling it a “major issue that needs to be addressed,” SF NAACP President Rev. Amos 
Brown said the data “reflects systemic racism and bias in dealing with black people.” 


• Florida criminologist and nationally-recognized racial profiling expert Lorie Fridell  
(formerly of the Police Executive Research Forum) said the data “implies that when police 
search whites and Asians, they’re pretty darn sure they’re going to find something.   (T)here’s 
a wider net being cast and a lower level of proof (required) before initiating a search of 
African Americans and Latinos…. A lower hit rate for ethnic minorities is a red flag for bias.  
It’s not conclusive, because nothing is, but it is certainly a statistic that should lead to 
questions.”   (Fridell was hired by the City and County of San Francisco in 2007 to study the 
severe racial disparities then in SFPD’s traffic stop and search data, warning at the time that if 
SFPD did not address the problem more effectively they risked outside intervention from the 
federal government.   The disparities have become much worse since then.) 12


 One’s understanding of data is always a function of how that data is presented.  The SFPD 
database separates stops and searches conducted by the Traffic Division from those carried out by the rest 
of the department.   Both the Chronicle story (at the SFPD’s suggestion) and the data presentations to the 
Commission by the department combine the two.   


  As I testified in April, the Traffic Division is not the source of the search disparity problem.    
The Traffic Division makes the bulk of the SFPD’s traffic stops when the underlying purpose is actual 
traffic enforcement.   The point of those stops is to catch and deter various behaviors by drivers that 
threaten public safety.   They relatively rarely involve searches of any type.   


 The problem lies in the stops conducted by non-Traffic Division officers - by district station 
personnel and various specialized units where the actual reason for the traffic stop is often unrelated to 
traffic safety.   This common law enforcement practice involves using the excuse of minor traffic or 
equipment violations to legally justify a stop where the actual underlying purpose is unrelated to traffic 
safety.   These are called “pretext stops” and, while legal under the U.S. Supreme Court’s Whren decision, 


 http://www.sfgate.com/news/article/SFPD-reforms-urged-to-prevent-racial-profiling-2604990.php12
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because it's a tactic highly associated with racial profiling it can produce another type of “lawful but 
awful” result in terms of the damage done to an agency’s reputation and legitimacy in communities of 
color.     13


 Pretext stops are also far more likely to be infected by implicit bias than traffic enforcement stops 
because of the ubiquity of very minor, technical violations inevitably committed by most drivers.   Since 
the real point of those stops might be to run warrant checks, conduct searches (consensual or otherwise) 
or just make high volumes of “contacts” or apply pressure in high crime areas, who gets stopped and who 
doesn’t is a matter of enormous discretion.   The broader the discretion, the far less likely it is to be 
exercised free of implicit bias or assumptions based on demographic factors like race, gender or age.   


 So, if the goal is to get to the bottom of the “very troubling” racial disparities in consent searches 
after traffic stops, it makes little sense to look at data that combines the Traffic Division data (where that 
phenomenon is likely minimal or non-existent) with the data from the rest of the department.  Of course, 
there is some non-pretext stop, “pure” traffic safety enforcement conducted by station personnel as well 
but the search data will be far easier to interpret if the Traffic Division data is presented publicly as it is in 
the SFPD’s own internal database - as an entirely separate category.    In other words, the issue isn’t the 
26,553 stops and 423 consent searches overall in the Bayview police district over a three-year period.  
The question is how many of those stops and searches were conducted by officers other than Traffic 
Division personnel.   


ACTION STEP #1 — Direct the SFPD to disaggregate the data it has and present revised 
data reports showing the same information but broken down by Traffic Division vs. non-
Traffic Division personnel.    Ask the SFPD if its current databases allow them to break 
down the non-Traffic Division data even further by not only the geographic district where 
the stop and search takes place but also by the officer’s assignment (station or various 
specialized units).   If so, direct the SFPD to present the data in this fashion to better 
pinpoint the possible sources of the problem. 


 We already know where the racially disparate consent searches after traffic stops are most 
frequently conducted — in the Bayview and Mission.   It will not be possible to fully answer the 
overriding question posed in April by President Loftus — why is this occurring? — without data on who 
(assignment-wise) is actually conducting these searches.  14


PRESIDENT’S 21ST CENTURY POLICING TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS 


 In its recruitment materials for the chief position, the Commission told applicants that “San 
Francisco seeks to position its Police Department at the forefront of the movement in law enforcement to 
embrace thoughtful, collaboratively-crafted reforms as typified by those recommended by the President’s 
21st Century Policing Task Force.”    A key recommendation and related action item from the Task 15


Force  was — 16


 The damage to trust and legitimacy flow not just from the racial disparities but also from the lie that is told to explain every pretext stop.   The driver 13
of color of the late model car with out of state plates who is pulled over by plainclothes officers knows that his failure to wear his seatbelt is not  the real 
reason for the stop.   The young man headed to his grandmother’s apartment in public housing on his bicycle knows that riding on the sidewalk (like so 
many others) is not the real reason officers suddenly confront him.   “White lies” told by police to black and brown people in service of a tactic of 
dubious value are corrosive and inconsistent with 21st Century Policing’s “culture of transparency.”  


 The Commission has required for almost ten years now that officer-specific data on traffic stops be included as an associated factor in the Early 14
Intervention System per its DGO 3.19.  (http://sanfranciscopolice.org/sites/default/files/FileCenter/Documents/14793-DGO3.19.pdf .)   Eight years ago, 
a PERF organizational assessment of the SFPD confirmed this data existed but was not considered reliable enough at that point to be included in the 
system.   ( http://sanfranciscopolice.org/sites/default/files/FileCenter/Documents/14694-San_Francisco_Organizational_Review_Final_Report.pdf )


 http://sanfranciscopolice.org/sites/default/files/Documents/PoliceCommission/AgendaDocuments/SFPD-Brochure%20-SF-Chief-of-Police.pdf15


 http://www.cops.usdoj.gov/pdf/taskforce/taskforce_finalreport.pdf16
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“1.6.  Law enforcement agencies should consider the potential damage to public trust when 
implementing crime-fighting strategies.   Crime reduction is not self-justifying.   Overly 
aggressive law enforcement strategies can potentially harm communities and do lasting damage 
to public trust…. 1.6.1. Research conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of crime fighting 
strategies should specifically look at the potential for collateral damage of any strategy on 
community trust and legitimacy.” 


The SFPD’s September 2015 response  was —  17


“The Department is aware and considers potential damage to public trust when developing 
strategies to combat crime through targeted enforcement activities. . . .   Crime-fighting strategies 
are tracked and evaluated for efficiency.   Staff reviews the strategies specifically for elements 
that might result in damage to community trust and legitimacy.” 


 The data shows that the SFPD’s consent searches are anything but “efficient.”   Over a three-year 
period, a whopping 87% of the time (at least) - across all racial/ethnic groups - they did not lead to the 
discovery of contraband or evidence of criminality.   (Because of the severe underreporting problem — 
see below — the “hit rate” is actually lower.. possibly far lower.. and the disparities are likely even more 
severe.  )   From 2013 to 2015, only 85 people - less than 2.4 per month - were arrested as a result of a 18


vehicular consent search.   Because the tactic is reserved overwhelmingly for use in certain heavily 
African American and Latino neighborhoods, three quarters of those few arrests were African American 
or Latino.   


 The collateral damage from making this minuscule number of arrests with this tactic is measured 
by the hundreds and thousands of African Americans and Latinos who over time have been subjected by 
SFPD to what Northwestern University Law Professor Janice Nadler calls “a humiliating ritual”  — 19


exacerbated exponentially by the suspicion they were very likely treated differently than white drivers 
would’ve been, reinforced by generations of stories from their communities and confirmed by this hard 
data.   As Supervisor Malia Cohen put it, “consent searches are what people complain about when they 
say police just pulled them over for no reason.  There’s a compelling argument that they’re obsolete, 
unfair and incredibly biased.”     In fact, the OCC reports receiving 250 complaints alleging “bias.”  20


Although explicit bias is nearly impossible to prove absent the overt use of slurs and implicit bias is 
(appropriately) not a sustainable offense since we all inevitably carry it, many of these OCC “bias” 
complaints arise in the context of stops and searches and involve other sustained allegations.  (See below.)  


 In fact, based on SFPD data then showing significant consent search disparities involving African 
American and Latino drivers that were only half as bad then as they are now, the ACLU recommended as 


http://sanfranciscopolice.org/sites/default/files/FileCenter/Documents/27535-SFPD%20Response_21st%20Century%20Policing_Final17
%202015_09_22.pdf


  Per below, in the relatively rare situations that officers find contraband after a consent search and make an arrest, the demographic data is far 18
more likely to be recorded.   Per the OCC “openness” reports, the problem of non-compliance with the data requirements frequently occurs when 
officers conduct the search, find nothing and let the driver go without a citation or any paperwork at all.   So, the actual overall “hit rate” is surely even 
lower than reported.    


 http://www.sfchronicle.com/crime/article/Racial-disparities-in-SF-traffic-searches-raise-7235690.php?ipid=gsa-sfgate-result 19


 http://www.sfchronicle.com/crime/article/Racial-disparities-in-SF-traffic-searches-raise-7235690.php?ipid=gsa-sfgate-result20
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early as 2002 that the Commission ban these searches.    The California Highway Patrol banned them 21


more than a decade ago and a number of other agencies have followed suit.    22


 The question now is why does SFPD still permit them?   If - as the data shows - they fail to find 
contraband nearly nine out of every ten times they're tried, why does SFPD think it’s “worth it” to search 
so many innocent individuals to catch the so very few guilty ones?    Why is a 13% “hit rate” (or lower)  
acceptable when the collateral damage involved to innocent African American and Latino drivers 
generates large numbers of OCC complaints, objections from the district supervisor where the tactic is 
most frequently applied, and avoidable erosion of trust and legitimacy in the larger community? 


ACTION ITEM #2 - Ask for a report from the Department, per their September 2015 
response to the Task Force, on how consent searches - as a specific “crime fighting 
strategy”- have been “tracked and evaluated for efficiency” and “reviewed for elements" 
that damage community trust and legitimacy .   To the degree the SFPD has concluded 
based on this tracking and reviews that vehicular consent searches are worth continuing, 
carefully consider those conclusions and subject them to public discussion at a future 
meeting.   To the degree the SFPD has not reached that conclusion or not actually 
systematically tracked or evaluated the tactic, either ban traffic stop consent searches  
permanently or institute a temporary ban until such time as the SFPD persuades the 
Commission with further evidence and analysis that they should be continued.   


ACTION ITEM #2.A. - As an alternative, using public input and a collaborative process, 
have SFPD design and undertake a pilot project to determine the overall effect of banning 
this tactic either by suspending its use for a certain period of time or in certain police 
districts.   


ACTION ITEM #2.C. - As an alternative and in the interim, ask for research (perhaps from 
the OCC’s Policy Analyst if she has time) on the experience of the CHP and other agencies 
that have banned the consent search after traffic stops.   


ACTION ITEM #2.D. - As an alternative and for as long as consent searches continue to be 
used in the traffic stops context, using a collaborative process design and deploy a form (in 
multiple languages) that must be used in conjunction with the tactic.  The form should  
clearly summarize the driver’s (or owner’s) legal right to refuse consent free of any adverse 
consequence (including any threat of a prolonged detention) and require his or her 
signature on the form indicating their freely given consent before the search may proceed.     


U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE RECOMMENDATIONS 


 The latest SFPD data shows the stop and search figures in the context of each district’s violent 
crime rate and demographics.   So, the Bayview police district has the City’s largest portion of African 23


American residents, some of the highest crime rates, 11% of the traffic stops and 27% of the consent 
searches.   The Mission district has the largest Latino population, higher crime rates than most districts, 
10% of the stops and 15% of the consent searches.    We’ve known since April that the Bayview and 
Mission have the highest number of consent searches and that the severe racial disparities overall are due 
to the use of that tactic in those districts in particular.   While I’m interested in hearing the presentation, 


 http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/ACLU-report-cites-racial-profiling-in-S-F-2764119.php21


 http://www.sfchronicle.com/crime/article/Racial-disparities-in-SF-traffic-searches-raise-7235690.php?ipid=gsa-sfgate-result 22


 http://sanfranciscopolice.org/sites/default/files/Documents/PoliceCommission/PoliceCommission092116-23
ProfStandardsandPrincplePolicingReport092016b.pdf
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I’m not sure presenting the data in this fashion brings us closer to answering President Loftus’s “why” 
question.   


 Presumably the intent is to show that the high number of consent searches in these districts and 
the disparities that flow from them reflect a desire to fight higher levels of crime in certain predominantly 
Latino and African American neighborhoods rather than from any consciously “racist” intent on the part 
of SFPD or its officers.   I think we knew that already.   No one is seriously arguing the extreme search 
disparities represent a “racist plot” by the SFPD.   It is clear that in these neighborhoods consent 
searches are thought by SFPD to be an effective crime-fighting response.    Given the very low “hit 24


rate,” the stark disparities they produce and the damage to community trust and legitimacy, the question is 
— again, per President Loftus — why? 


 In contemplating this question, I encourage you to consider COPS Office Director and President’s 
21st Century Policing Task Force Executive Director Ron Davis’s recent open letter to the profession 
titled “Police Reform vs. Policing Reform” —  25


“Rank-and-file officers do not decide organizational policies and practices.  Nor do officers 
establish hiring standards or have the power to administer discipline.   They also do not decide 
whether an agency embraces crime-reduction strategies that result in racial disparities.  Yet 
when disparities or other systemic problems do occur, rank-and-file officers are quickly 
demonized and blamed for those outcomes.   There is no question that rank-and-file officers 
must be held accountable for their actions.  However, if the systems in which they operate are 
flawed, even good officers can have bad outcomes. 


If we are to achieve real and sustainable reform in law enforcement, our focus must shift from the 
police (those individuals sworn to uphold the law) to policing systems (the policies, practices and 
culture of police organizations).” 


 The data shows unequivocally that — for many years now — some of the SFPD’s crime-
reduction strategies have, in fact, resulted in the sort of quite extreme racial disparities Director Davis 
mentions.   So, in addition to considering the consent search tactic itself, it’s high time that the particular 
strategies and contexts in which they’re utilized and encouraged are thoroughly, critically and publicly 
examined. 


 Various terms and catchphrases are used to describe controversial law enforcement strategies 
most associated with racial disparities and the measurably low levels of trust in communities of color.  
Keep in mind is these are not law enforcement “terms of art” with shared definitions across the 
profession.   It doesn’t matter what an agency happens to call the particular strategy they use in higher 
crime neighborhoods — zero tolerance, high intensity enforcement, broken windows, stop and frisk, “hop 
outs” or what have you.   The only thing that matters is what the agency actually does — and how 
carefully it evaluates the effectiveness of the strategy, the possibly avoidable collateral damage in terms of 
racial disparities and the actual support for the strategy (compared to alternatives they’ve been offered) in 
the communities most effected by both crime and the side effects of police approaches to the problem. 


 Part of what SFPD does — and has long done — in response to spikes in crime is what they call 
“saturation” enforcement.    Chief Suhr used that terminology when this item was considered in April as 
have other department officials.   Regardless of how SFPD defines or informally understands it, SFPD’s 


 Only one other police district, the Tenderloin, shows a significantly larger portion of the SFPD’s consent searches than its portion of traffic stops 24
overall.  That reflects a conscious decision to use consent searches after traffic stops made for pre-textual, non-traffic safety purposes — for crime-
fighting — in those particular districts where both crime rates and minority populations are higher.   Disaggregating the Traffic Division data from the 
rest of the SFPD data will make that reality even more apparent.   


 http://www.cops.usdoj.gov/pdf/speeches_and_statements/Davis_Article_Policing_Reform.pdf25
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“saturation” strategies date back decades now.   Rather than continuing this approach based on old habits  
and possibly outdated assumptions, 21st Century Policing requires the SFPD’s “saturation” strategies  
be rigorously and transparently evaluated.   


 Similarly, at an Early Intervention System meeting when discussing the need to compare officer 
complaint rates based on the nature of their assignment, an SFPD official observed an officer working the 
overnight shift in the Bayview could be expected to make lots of traffic stops that might result in 
complaints.   It’s not self-evident why that should necessarily be the case.    If the implication is officers 
in Bayview make a lot of pre-textual traffic stops to fight crime, it’s not clear what that assumption might 
be based on — a formal program or directive or simply a long-entrenched tradition of engaging in a 
certain type of policing in the Bayview that might not be used in other parts of town.    As importantly, 
has the SFPD systematically evaluated the overall effectiveness of that policing strategy? 


 San Francisco is in the exact same position Baltimore was in just a few years ago — with a 
COPS Office Collaborative Review underway for less than a year.   In Baltimore, it became necessary for 
the Department of Justice to switch to a Civil Rights Division “pattern and practice” enforcement 
investigation and action.  For voluntary Collaborative Review to work with the SFPD, there must be a 
willingness to openly and effectively address the same sorts of issues that echo from the Civil Rights 
Division findings last month in Baltimore.  Per the Justice Department’s August 10th letter to Baltimore  
Mayor Rawlings-Blake accompanying their findings  —  26


“The pattern or practice results from systemic deficiencies that have persisted within BPD for 
many years… (including) using enforcement strategies that subject the City’s African American 
residents to disproportionate rates of stops, searches, and arrests….”   


 I encourage the Commission and SFPD management to review and consider at least the Executive 
Summary of the Civil Rights Division’s investigative findings — 27


“Members of (Baltimore’s) African-American communities often felt they were subjected to 
unjustified stops, searches and arrests, as well as excessive force. . . .  


Proactive policing does not have to lead to these consequences.   On the contrary, constitutional, 
community-oriented policing is proactive policing, but it is fundamentally different from the 
tactics employed in Baltimore for many years. . . . 


Baltimore’s legacy of zero tolerance enforcement continues to drive its policing in certain 
Baltimore neighborhoods and leads to unconstitutional stops, searches and arrests.  Many BPD 
supervisors instruct officers to make frequent stops and arrests — even for minor offenses and 
with minimal or no suspicion — without sufficient consideration of whether this enforcement 
strategy promotes public safety and community trust. . . .” 


 The consent search data demonstrates that, at least to a degree, the SFPD’s tactics and strategies 
in the Mission and Bayview are different than in other parts of town.   It’s not enough to make the 
common sense point that this is due to higher crime rates there.  The underlying tactics and strategies 
being used, the racial disparities they produce and the consequences of those disparities must be 
thoroughly analyzed, understood and publicly addressed.  


ACTION ITEM #3 - Schedule a public presentation from the Department on the use of 
“saturation” or other special strategies (regardless of label) or units to address crime 


 https://www.justice.gov/crt/file/883316/download26


 http://civilrights.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/20160810_DOJ%20BPD%20Report-FINAL.pdf27
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concerns in the Bayview and Mission that might explain or contribute to the higher number 
of consent searches used in those districts.   Direct the presentation to address the history of 
these special tactics or strategies, how they’ve changed over time (if at all), and an 
evaluation of their overall current effectiveness in light of the collateral damage they cause 
in the modern 21st Century Policing context. 


ACTION ITEM #4 - Schedule a public presentation (concurrent with #3 or not) on whether 
officers are encouraged by supervisors — especially by supervisors of officers assigned to 
enforcement activities in the Bayview and Mission districts — to make frequent traffic stops 
and conduct consent searches, what form that encouragement takes and what 
consideration, if any, is given to “whether this enforcement strategy promotes public safety 
and community trust.”   Direct the presentation to address what sort of training or other 
SFPD management perspectives, if any, are shared with supervisors and rank-and-file 
officers about the appropriate role of pretext stops and consent searches in an enforcement 
strategy aligned with modern 21st Century Policing principles and whether supervisors are 
provided access (other than the Chronicle coverage) to the data on the racial disparities 
associated with this tactic and the implications for police-community relations. 


THE ROLE OF PLAINCLOTHES OFFICERS 


 The Commission’s DGO 5.08, “Non-Uniformed Officers,” prohibits plainclothes officers from 
initiating traffic stops (absent narrow specific-exceptions).   There are very sound public safety and 28


officer safety reasons for this policy.   It is not always apparent to drivers that an unmarked vehicle 
containing plainclothes officers are, in fact, police officers which creates undue risk of flight or resistance 
to attempted enforcement actions.     Yet, the OCC has sustained multiple complaints of officers 29


engaging in exactly this tactic, with little or no disciplinary consequence, and it appears to be relatively 
common knowledge that plainclothes officers are being permitted to simply ignore this policy without 
fear of serious consequence.   


 As I testified in April — based on the OCC “openness” reports I’ve reviewed and conversations 
with various SFPD personnel, I believe part of the consent search problem lies in plainclothes officers 
being permitted — if not taught and actively encouraged — to make pretext traffic stops in direct 
violation of this policy.   Consider this OCC “openness” report (#383-14) — 


“The named officers stated they were on patrol in an unmarked unit in plainclothes when they 
observed the complainant driving without wearing a seatbelt.  The named officers stated the 
complainant was driving a new vehicle with an out of state license plate that could possibly be a 
rental vehicle.  They noted rental vehicles are often used in criminal activity.  The named officers 
stated the complainant drove past them and looked at them with an anxious look, prompting them 
to conduct a traffic stop . . . .  


The complainant said he fled the scene after he saw the two men walking to his vehicle with their 
guns drawn. . . .” 


A vehicle pursuit ensued, eventually resulting in shots being fired.  This all was the result of the classic 
pretext stop scenario wherein the legal reason for the stop (the seatbelt violation) had nothing to do with 
the actual reason.  These officers were pursuing a hunch based on nothing more than a new vehicle with 


 http://sanfranciscopolice.org/sites/default/files/FileCenter/Documents/14783-DGO5.08.pdf28


 In fact, the policy was adopted after the fatal shooting of a young African American man whose vehicle had been stopped by plainclothes officers - 29
who may or may not have adequately identified themselves.   The man tried to speed away — possibly mistaking the officers for criminal rivals — and 
an officer, claiming self defense, fired at the vehicle killing the driver. 
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an out of state plate and a “look.”   (The race of the complainant is not mentioned in the “openness” 
reports but one reasonably guess he was not white based just on the SFPD’s data and a review of other 
reports of improper traffic stops by plainclothes officers.)   The OCC sustained the DGO 5.08 violation.  
In July 2015, Chief Suhr refused to discipline the officers.    


 The pattern of inadequately enforcing DGO 5.08 appears to be continuing under Acting Chief 
Chaplin.   In June 2016, the OCC recommended a suspension for an officer for violating DGO 5.08 who 
had not been punished (“admonished” only) for a prior sustained violation of the very same policy.   
Acting Chief Chaplin, instead, issued the lightest “slap on the wrist” punishment possible — a written 
reprimand.      30


 Now, there is a rumor that plainclothes officers will not be required to wear body cameras even 
when engaging in overt activities where their “undercover” status would not be compromised.    I would 
normally not encourage the Commission to follow-up on a rumor but the involvement of plainclothes 
officers in several recent scandals involving criminal conduct and perjured testimony combined with the 
confounding failure to enforce your DGO 5.08 raise serious concerns about the supervision and oversight 
of these officers.  Given the events of recent years, plainclothes officers should be among the first to be 
required to wear body cameras. 


ACTION ITEM #5 - Direct Acting Chief Chaplin to fully enforce DGO 5.08 prohibiting 
plainclothes officers from making traffic stops.   Direct the Acting Chief to issue a Bulletin 
reminding officers the DGO remains in full effect and that officers will start to receive more 
serious disciplinary consequences if violations continue.   Ask Acting Chief Chaplin to 
explain his thinking behind recently issuing a mere written reprimand for a repeat offender 
of this policy and how such an approach is consistent with the Disciplinary Penalty and 
Referral Guidelines  and its approach to “progressive discipline” (requiring a reprimand 31


for minor, Class D, first offenses followed by multi-day suspensions for second offenses).    


ACTION ITEM #6 - Request information from SFPD on how so many plainclothes officers 
apparently came to believe DGO 5.08 need not be followed; what instruction or training, if 
any, they’ve received on its requirements; any understanding — formal or informal — in 
the SFPD about whether or not DGO 5.08 is still in effect; the relative adequacy of 
supervision of plainclothes officers; and, a review of whether tactics they are currently using  
are consistent with modern 21st Century Policing practices.  


ACTION ITEM #7 - Request information from SFPD on plans to deploy body cameras to 
“non-uniformed” officers for use during activities where doing so would not compromise 
their undercover status — like when openly taking enforcement action.    Request an update 
on whether the plainclothes officers assigned to stations already deploying the cameras are 
or are not using them as required. 


THE LEGAL “RIGHT” TO REFUSE CONSENT VS. THE “REALITY” 


 When this issue was discussed in April,  Commissioner Marshall speculated about whether part 32


of the racial disparity in consent searches might be attributable to young men of color not being as aware 
of their legal right to refuse consent.   That’s one possibility.   Another possibility is that many of these 


 http://sanfranciscopolice.org/sites/default/files/Documents/PoliceCommission/PoliceCommission081016-30
OCCJune2016MonthlyStatisticalReport_0.pdf


 http://sanfranciscopolice.org/sites/default/files/Documents/PoliceCommission/AgendaDocuments/PoliceCommission-31


disciplinaryPenaltyGuidelines.pdf


 http://sanfrancisco.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=21&clip_id=2520032
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young men do not perceive from the officers’ statements, demeanor and past actions — and based on the 
experiences of their peers — that asserting their Fourth Amendment rights and saying “no” to a police 
officer is likely to end the encounter with no further consequence. 


 In response to Commissioner Marshall’s comments, then-Chief Suhr noted that sometimes when 
the SFPD enters an area with “saturation” operations the young men they encounter quickly indicate they 
are ready to be searched.    If I understood correctly, Chief Suhr was indicating these men were readily 
consenting and, in effect, had no problem with with being searched by the police.   Again, that’s one 
interpretation.   Apart from this confirmation that a “saturation” crime-fighting strategy apparently 
involves large numbers of consent searches and putting aside that Chief Suhr seemed to be describing 
pedestrian rather than vehicular searches, the other interpretation of the behavior described is that these 
young men felt they had no choice — they were resigned to getting searched, they’d been searched before 
(in an allegedly “consensual” context as the Chief was describing) and did not feel free in any practical 
sense to object.  


 Implementing Action Item 2.D. above in both vehicular and pedestrians contexts would help 
inform individuals of their right to not consent to searches and encourage officers to respect those rights - 
which, in turn, would help build community trust and confidence.   But, until that takes place, the 
Commission needs to be realistic about encounters between some police officers and young men of color.    


 In another data-driven story headlined “African Americans cited for resisting arrest at high rate in 
S.F.”  the San Francisco Chronicle reported in April of 2015 on extraordinarily high numbers and very 33


extreme racial disparities in SFPD’s arrests for Penal Code Section 148, willful “resisting, obstructing or 
delaying” of an officer in the discharge of a lawful duty.   From 2010 through mid-April 2015, SFPD 
made a stunning 9,633 arrests for PC 148 in situations where the suspect was not charged with a related 
felony - an almost absurdly high number for a department of this size.    45% of these arrests were of 
African Americans.   Supervisor Cohen said the data “substantiate and quantify what we often hear from 
residents and (are) a glaring indicator that police, in similar situations, act more aggressively toward 
minority residents than they do with with other residents - warranted or not.”    


 These are commonly referred to as “contempt of cop” charges with patterns of these sorts of 
arrests found to be a common indicator of a department whose officers too frequently do not accept 
others’ lawfully challenging their authority to take some sort of action — such as initiating a search 
without a clear indication of freely given consent.    The Civil Rights Division found this pattern in its 34


investigation in Ferguson.  The Seattle Post-Intelligencer documented a similar problem there a few years 
before the Civil Rights Division initiated their “pattern and practice” enforcement action against that 
city’s police department.    35


 In fact, in a shocking misstatement of the law, the SFPD spokesperson told the Chronicle, “Any 
person who has contact with the police should cooperate, regardless of if they believe they are in the right 
or not.   When anyone does not listen to an order and resist police efforts … those individuals will be held 
accountable for their actions regardless of age, race, creed, religion, gender, etc.”    Of course, civilians 
have a legal right to resist an unlawful order of a police officer (but they should take great care about 
doing so peacefully and safely).   When a front-page story on the SFPD’s practice of making large 
numbers of arrests of African Americans for allegedly delaying, resisting or obstructing includes a 
chilling SFPD “cooperate or else” warning, it’s unclear why young African American and Latino men  
would think it’s safe to exercise their right not to consent to a vehicular search.   


  http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/African-Americans-cited-for-resisting-arrest-at-6229946.php33


 In recognition of that, PC 148 arrests have been an “associated factor” the SFPD is required to track in its Early Intervention System since 2007, 34


per DGO 3.19.   But they have never actually been included  the system — though SFPD has recently promised to try to do so.  


 https://www.acslaw.org/sites/default/files/Lopez_Contempt_of_Cop.pdf35
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 In early 2015, when a deputy public defender tried to exercise her right to object to an SFPD 
sergeant  photographing her client in a Hall of Justice corridor, she was arrested for PC 148.  The OCC 
sustained the false arrest charge but the officer received only a one-day suspension even though the 
Discipline Guidelines classifies arrests without probable cause a Class B offense meriting a much longer 
suspension or termination.  36


 In 2014 the OCC sustained multiple charges (#651-13) involving an incident partially captured on 
video by public housing security cameras.  The “openness” report illustrates the “lawful but awful” and 
too often escalating nature of some pretext stops - 


“The complainant stated he was attempting to enter his grandmother’s residence when the named 
officers told him they wanted to talk to him about riding his bike on the sidewalk.   The 
complainant stated he apologized for riding his bicycle on the sidewalk and continued to enter his 
grandmother’s residence. . . .  


The named officers stated they were in plainclothes driving an unmarked vehicle when they saw 
the complainant ride his bicycle on the sidewalk. . . . The officers stated their intent was not to 
cite the complainant but to identify him, run him for wants and warrants and learn why he was in 
the neighborhood. . . .  


When the bicyclist did not obey their orders, the named officers grabbed him and physically 
removed him from his bike.  The named officers fell to the ground with the complainant during 
which time they named officers struck the complainant several times with a closed fist. . . .  


The officers stated the complainant was arrested because he failed to obey their orders to stop and 
resisted arrest.” 


Notwithstanding the multiple sustained charges of unnecessary force, false arrest and neglect of duty, no 
officer involved received any discipline.    


  Another sustained OCC case (#349-14) involving yet another false arrest for PC 148 also 
illustrates the low priority placed on punishing and deterring Fourth Amendment violations.   
Notwithstanding additional sustained charges for unnecessary force, violating DGO 5.08 and inadequate 
supervision and an “openness” report summary that casts severe doubt on the truthfulness of the 
officers , in June of last year the Department issued the lightest punishment possible - written 37


reprimands. 


 As the Department of Justice reports and recommendations emphasize, failing to hold officers  
accountable in a meaningful fashion for violations of Fourth Amendment rights - for unlawful 
searches, stops or arrests - makes these violations far more likely to occur, especially when an agency 
encourages the use of pretext stops and consent searches as part of its crime-fighting strategies in certain 
African American and Latino neighborhoods.    


ACTION ITEM #8 - Request a comprehensive report on all sustained OCC and Internal 
Affairs cases since 2011 involving improper searches, detentions or arrests indicating (with 
officers’ names redacted) the specific amount of disciplinary sanctions (if any) meted out in 
each case.  Request a similar five-year report on civil settlements and judgements in cases 


 http://sanfranciscopolice.org/sites/default/files/Documents/PoliceCommission/AgendaDocuments/PoliceCommission-36
disciplinaryPenaltyGuidelines.pdf


 “The credibility of the named officers and their partners was diminished because significant elements of their accounts were inconsistent with 37


police practices and common sense.”
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that involved allegations of these types of Fourth Amendment violations — even if they were 
not fully adjudicated — detailing disciplinary sanctions, if any, from any related 
administrative investigations and any other risk management, policy, procedure or training 
steps taken to minimize the taxpayers’ exposure to similar liability in the future.   


ACTION ITEM #9 - Request a report on the training officers receive on proper consent 
search protocol - guidelines on when to request it, how to request it, how to ensure the 
subject is aware of their legal right to withhold consent, the duty to respect a refusal to 
provide consent free of consequence or coercion, etc.  


MISSING DATA 


 Part of the hope behind the initial drive in the 1990’s to encourage and require law enforcement to 
collect traffic stop and search data was that the mere act of doing so might communicate to officers the 
importance of the issue and possibly slowly help them to realize the impact of their own unconscious 
biases and assumptions.   That theory made sense — and worked to a degree — in agencies that made a 
true commitment to data collection programs and communicated their importance internally to their 
officers.   But, sadly, SFPD has never been one of those agencies and continues to lack commitment to 
full and robust collection. 


 Under the leadership of then-President Dennis Herrera, in September 1999 the Police 
Commission ordered the SFPD to study a year’s worth of traffic stops and searches to look for possible 
signs of racial profiling.   Six months later, the SFPD reported that “nothing… indicates that the practice 
occurs on either a formal or informal basis” after reviewing only a single week of citations and no search 
data.    The Commission sent the Department back to the drawing board.   While the data collection 38


improved, by 2007 the City’s own paid expert, Dr. Lorie Fridell, emphasized that the SFPD still lacked a 
consistent system for ensuring officers comply with the long-standing requirement that stop and search 
data be recorded.    Nine years later - notwithstanding dozens of sustained OCC findings and repeated 39


OCC attempts to shine a spotlight on the on-going problem in various reports - that's still the case. 


 As the Chronicle reported in April, the OCC has sustained 50 allegations since 2013 where 
officers have failed to collect the data as required.    Since the OCC receives complaints on only a very 40


small portion of the stops and searches that require data, this degree of non-compliance surely represents 
the tip of the iceberg.   The Chronicle further reported that a unit “assigned to combat crime near public 
transit stations” (presumably the MUNI Division) , had failed to record the required information in nearly 
75% of its stops!  This information was discovered only because an African American man filed a 
complaint claiming he’d been subjected in the Bayview to a “consent search” of his parked vehicle over 
his objection by members of this unit.   The OCC has subsequently reported in their Second Quarter 2016 
Policy Recommendations that a complaint caused them to recently discover a backlog of data for the 
stops by solo motorcycle officers assigned to the Airport Bureau that has not been entered to the system. 


 To the degree SFPD never disciplines officers for violating the policy requiring data collection, 
it’s no surprise that big gaps in the data still exist.   SFPD management’s practice - contrary to the 
Disciplinary Guidelines which require the progressive discipline approach actually start with some minor 
discipline (a written reprimand) for Class D offenses - has been to not punish officers for failing to collect 
data but rather to verbally “admonish” and “retrain” them.  It’s unclear what this alleged “retraining” may 
involve - if anything - given the duty and method to collect the data has been spelled out in SFPD 
Bulletins issued and reissued for many years now.   The issue is not a lack of training or understanding.  


 http://www.sfgate.com/news/article/S-F-Police-Study-Of-Race-Profiling-Ripped-by-2766958.php38


 http://www.sfgate.com/news/article/SFPD-reforms-urged-to-prevent-racial-profiling-2604990.php39


 http://www.sfchronicle.com/crime/article/SFPD-traffic-stop-data-show-signs-of-gaps-7235674.php40
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It’s a lack of motivation on the part of some officers and units…which reflects a seeming lack of 
motivation from the department itself given the very long-standing nature of this problem.   The lack of a  
vigorous, sustained commitment to ensuring fuller compliance with the data collection requirements 
sends a message through the ranks that this is not a high priority program and that long-standing public 
concerns about disparities in searches and stops are low priorities as well. 


 At one point, Chief Suhr responded that the problem might be solved when the SPFD transitioned 
to issuing electronic citations.   That seems wildly optimistic.  Better connectivity may help and it will be 
possible to capture the E585 stop and search information on the new phone app but it will not happen 
automatically if no citation is issued.  The consent searches that do not result in contraband being found 
and arrests made are the very stops most associated with racial profiling concerns and that will be least 
likely to be automatically recorded.   Even with the phone app, officers will still need to choose to record 
that data and, unless they finally face some disciplinary sanction for failing to do so, the gaps in the data 
will continue.    The incomplete data on consent searches in particular means that the “hit rates” from 
these searches is probably even lower and the racial disparities are even higher. 


ACTION ITEM #10 - Request a report on what has been done and what is being planned to 
more effectively ensure full or near full compliance with the data reporting requirements 
including but not limited to: (a) steps to address the high levels of non-compliance with the 
unit featured in the Chronicle story that had failed to record data on 75% of its stops and 
searches; (b) steps to address the data backlog at the Airport Bureau; (c) audits of other 
units to determine their relative levels of current compliance; (d) a list of the number of 
times the Bulletin (now #14-059?) has already been issued and re-issued in the last 10 years 
requiring and reminding officers to collect the data; (e) only if easily retrievable or 
identifiable, the steps taken if any to address Dr. Fridell’s 2007 recommendations and any 
“lessons learned”; and, (f) recommendations on measures to motivate officers to collect the 
data and to encourage the 21st Century Policing “culture of transparency” inherent in a 
vigorous, department-wide commitment to  this program.  


ACTION ITEM #11 - Direct Acting Chief Chaplin to re-issue the Bulletin requiring the data 
to be collected along with a notice that from this point forward, and consistent with the 
Disciplinary Guidelines, progressive discipline for violations of the Bulletin’s requirement 
will start with written reprimands (not mere verbal, non-disciplinary “admonishments”) for 
first time offenses.  


 Thank you for putting this matter back on the Commission’s calendar.  I hope you will now return 
to the monthly progress reports originally contemplated in April.   I recognize I may have overwhelmed 
you with information and suggestions in this letter but sporadic bits of rushed two- or three-minute public 
comments cannot begin to convey the strategies detailed above that, based on my experience, I am sure 
would positively impact this long-standing, serious problem.       


CONCLUSION 


 In the end, the 11 “action items” above represent a fairly easy-to-follow game plan for addressing 
in the months ahead what President Loftus called the “very troubling” problem  of severe racial disparities 
in SFPD vehicular consent searches.    If the SFPD, the OCC, or any Commissioner has an alternative 
game plan, I’m all ears.    But I cannot emphasize strongly enough that without concrete actions of the 
type outlined above, this problem will not solve itself.   In fact, inaction on this topic over many years 
now has made the problem much worse.  It’s time to make it better.  
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 If you have any questions or think I can be of any assistance, please let me know. 


     Sincerely, 


         
   
     John M. Crew 


cc.  Acting Chief Toney Chaplin, SFPD 
       Captain Michael Connolly, SFPD 
       OCC Director Joyce Hicks 
       Supervisor Malia Cohen 
       Supervisor David Campos 
       COPS Office Director Ron Davis 
       Anand Subramanian, Blue Ribbon Panel 
       Julie Traun, Bar Association of San Francisco 
       Manual Fortes, OCC 
       James Bell, Burns Institute 
       Rev. Amos Brown, SF NAACP 
       Public Defender Jeff Adachi 
       Dr. Lorie Fridell 
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(2) prohibit the use of tactics inevitably infected by implicit biases starting with a ban on pretext stops;
and,

(3) create peer-to-peer responsibility for disparity reductions and foster internal culture change
throughout the ranks by at least mandating the sort of  scenario-based training — offered (at no cost) by
Georgetown University Innovative Policing Project’s ABLE Program — that will prioritize and, in effect,
“weaponize” your “duty to intervene” policy.  (Why not better empower and help all the "good cops" play a
far more active and productive role in dealing with the knuckleheads in their midst?)

On the other hand, if you’re satisfied with the SFPD’s proposed “stay the course” approach and the glacial and
almost imperceptible pace of disparity reductions — if you’re basically content with the department you
manage producing some of the worst big city racial disparities in the country — you’ll remain in discussion
rather than action mode.  In that case, I hope you’re willing to publicly explain to San Francisco's communities
of color why they should still find that acceptable in light of the extreme severity and decades-long duration of
SFPD’s racially-disparate policing. 

1.   MY FULL RECOMMENDATIONS

Director Henderson indicated my full recommendations are available to the public on-line.  They are not.  My
recommendations are spelled out in correspondence provided to the Commission and SFPD earlier this year.  
They were submitted more than 30 days ago and have consequently been removed from that part of the
Commission’s public website.  I am pasting that  correspondence below so that it’s again available on your
website for 30 days and I am attaching my 2016 submission that was invited but never heard or acted upon by
the Commission.   

2.  BANNING PRETEXT STOPS

Echoing Mr. King’s remarks, it was extremely frustrating to hear Chief Scott excuse the SFPD's inaction on the
renewed calls for a pretext stop ban with the claim that he needs to be "thoughtful" and balance
the alleged crime fighting benefits of using a tactic long-recognized to be a primary driver of racial profiling
disparities.   The research is clear — some from the same  academic partners SFPD claims to rely upon — and a
consensus is building in law enforcement that the alleged value of pretext stops has been wildly exaggerated
and is outweighed by the damage to the legitimacy of law enforcement caused by the racial disparities they’ve
been shown to produce.   

The pretext stop is also a tactic that encourages and normalizes officers lying to the public about their actions
and true motivations.  Consider how this typical exchange is experienced and understood by both an African
American driver and an SFPD officer — 

“Officer, why did you stop me?”

“You failed to signal a lane change.  Would you mind if I searched your trunk?”

Of course, if the real purpose of the stop was to address an actual public safety threat caused by the failure to
signal a lane change, there would be no reason to search the trunk.   But the pretextual excuse is offered as
though it’s the real reason.  The officer knows he is not being transparent and honest about what’s really
going on and the driver knows that too.  Add to that the very long history of racist policing in America… the
events of recent years… and SFPD’s own data showing that for the last 20 years African Americans have been at
least six times more likely to be stopped and at least ten times more likely to be searched than whites by
SFPD… and the driver’s conclusion that he’s been racially profiled is unavoidable and, statistically and
historically speaking, entirely justified.   

All that officer knows is that the pretext stop has not been banned, is still used by SFPD and is likely actively
encouraged by at least some supervisors — notwithstanding the well-publicized extreme racial disparities.  And
what would that officer conclude about the failure to ban pretext stops in the face of the widely-publicized
disparities and the (entirely justified) feelings of racial profiling they produce?   That officer and his colleagues



would reasonably conclude that the sworn and civilian leadership of SFPD finds those disparities acceptable
and must have somehow concluded that consistently targeting African Americans for pretext stops and
searches at these high rates is actually somehow worth it.   After all, they would’ve banned pretext stops by
now if they hadn’t, right?   (No wonder Mr. King reported encountering widespread anti-black bias in the SFPD
and repeatedly hearing racist tropes about black criminality from officers during his training sessions!  That’s
what SFPD’s culture and tactics have been unintentionally teaching officers to believe and the leadership of the
SFPOA has openly and repeatedly asserted.)

Perhaps someday SFPD will try to offer a substantive defense for its reluctance to ban pretext stops but when
and if they do the Commission must challenge the trope that they are an effective and necessary tool in law
enforcement’s crime-fighting arsenal.   The SFPD’s defense of the pretext stop — if any — must be based on fact
and modern research not outdated gut assumptions and myths old guard law enforcement still cling to like a
child’s security blanket.  If it wants the Police Commission to continue to allow the use of pretext stops, SFPD
should consider and adequately respond to at least the following:  

The alleged crime-fighting benefits of pretextual traffic enforcement has been thoroughly debunked by a
recent Nashville study by New York University's Policing Project -
- https://www.policingproject.org/nashville-traffic-stops. 

This study and the need to ban pretextual traffic stops has been a topic of much discussion of late in
professional law enforcement circles and the general public.   A recent Washington Post op-ed from
Georgetown University's Innovative Policing Project co-founder Christy Lopez summarizes the growing
consensus -- https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2021/04/19/traffic-enforcement-is-broken-us-
heres-how-we-can-fix-it/ .  Lopez is arguably the most experienced, effective and respected police
reformer in the country whose current work is informed by her years as the USDOJ Civil Rights Division's
top person on these issues during the Clinton and Obama administrations and by her ability to see these
issues and the practical considerations from a law enforcement perspective partly thanks to her
upbringing in a police family.   (https://www.law.georgetown.edu/faculty/christy-e-lopez/ )    Her father
was a homicide detective for LAPD.  

President Obama's 21st Century Policing Task Force recommended six years ago -- 

"Law enforcement agencies should consider the potential damage to public trust when implementing
crime-fighting strategies. Crime reduction is not self-justifying. Overly aggressive law enforcement
strategies can potentially harm communities and do lasting damage to public trust....  Research
should be conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of crime fighting strategies and should specifically
look at the potential for collateral damage of any strategy on community trust and legitimacy.”

The Police Commission ordered SFPD to respond in detail to the Obama Task Force recommendations. 
This is what the SFPD claimed in 2015 about this recommendation —

“The Department is aware and considers potential damage to public trust when developing strategies
to combat crime through targeted enforcement activities.… Crime-fighting strategies are tracked and
evaluated for efficiency. Staff reviews the strategies specifically for elements that might result in
damage to community trust and legitimacy.”   

I am aware of no evidence that SFPD actually did or does this with respect to its authorized use
of pretext stops.  When SFPD says it still needs to be "thoughtful" about making changes to a long-
standing tactic that it claimed it was actively studying six years ago, it means they don’t want make the
change.  But it's not their call.  As the charter-mandated policy-makers for the SFPD, it's yours.  Pretext
stops are still being made in San Francisco only because the Police Commission has not yet banned
them.   (See pages 5-7 of my September 21, 2016 letter attached.)

While I appreciated Commissioner Byrne's suggestion that the Commission possibly pursue an
experimental approach to banning pretext stops with a sunset provision that would force the Commission
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to evaluate its impact before extending the ban, I made the same suggestion five long years ago as a
possible fallback alternative to a permanent ban.  (See proposed Action Item #2.A., page 7 of my
September 21, 2016 letter attached.)  

Chief Scott himself told the Commission and public last week -- "We should not be doing those sorts of
stops as the basis to look for guns.  I agree -- totally agree with (Commissioner Hamasaki) -- there."  Yet,
in the absence of SFPD or Commission action, those pretext stops are permitted to continue.  Why?

The District Attorney's Office announced fifteen months ago it would no longer file criminal charges based on
contraband found after pretext stops -- https://www.sfdistrictattorney.org/press-release/da-boudin-pioneers-first-in-
nation-policy-directives/ .  Why on earth would the SFPD continue to use a tactic that drives up racial disparities and
that the public experiences as racial profiling when it will no longer lead to criminal prosecutions?    DA Boudin
said at the time -- "Pretextual stops... are relics of the tough-on-crime era that failed to make us safer.  Instead, they
led to mass incarceration (and) targeted innocent black and brown drivers.... They stand in the way of fairness and
justice.”   Supervisor Shamann Walton -- "Pretextual stops, just like stop and frisk, overwhelmingly target
communities of color.  These policies... have contributed to abhorrent racial disparities in this city’s criminal
system... and have not made us any safer.... It is time to end them."   Does SFPD have any factual basis for
disagreeing with these statements from two key elected officials? 

Here's the "news" about the CHP banning pretext stops in 2003 that Commissioner Byrne was intrigued
to learn -- https://www.nytimes.com/2003/02/28/us/california-ending-use-of-minor-traffic-stops-as-
search-pretext.html . 

3.  DISPARITY REDUCTION GOALS AND BENCHMARKS

Vice President Elias solicited my recommendation for what the Commission should set as racial disparity
reduction goals and benchmarks.  I will provide them if and when the Commission asks the SFPD
for their proposed disparity reduction targets against which they believe their progress -- or lack thereof --
should be tracked going forward.   Reflecting the low priority SFPD has attached to actually making progress
on this subject, SFPD has so far articulated no target, no particular quantifiable goal at all.  How long
does SFPD think San Franciscans should be be prepared to wait to reach the lower racial disparity levels that
exist in most other major American cities?   As John Alden reported on Wednesday, Oakland's efforts have
reduced their key black/white disparity levels to somewhere between twice or three times as high on a per
capita basis -- still far too high.  Yet, SFPD’s disparity levels remain stubbornly twice as high as Oakland's.   Is
SFPD willing to publicly aspire to at least reach the current Oakland levels within the next year?    If not, why
not?  

How patient or impatient, how aggressive or flexible the Police Commission should be with SFPD at this late
date in setting initial racial disparity reduction benchmarks requires knowing the SFPD's answers to these
questions.  I don’t want to prejudge their responses but how they talked about and labelled their disparity data
during last week’s presentation — “trending towards improvement” — is hardly encouraging.   In fact, the data
remains largely flat with unacceptably extreme black/white disparity levels for stops, searches and uses of force
respectively at six, 11 and 12 times higher on a per capita basis.  (The presentation also failed to
acknowledge the possible COVID effect on the recent data although it’s widely understood that all sorts of
criminal legal statistics covering the “lockdown year” should probably not be used to evaluate longer term
trends.)   

They touted the good news that the hit/yield rates for searches of blacks and whites had equalized but failed to
contextualize the absolute horror of what that still means when the other disparities have still not been
reduced.  SFPD now knows it is neither more nor less likely to find contraband when they search blacks
compared to whites yet they still stop blacks six times and search them 11 times as often.  This is exactly what
my former ACLU colleague and mentee in this work, Michelle Alexander, later described masterfully as The
New Jim Crow in her best-selling book more than a decade ago.  If you knowingly target — as SFPD is still
doing statistically — far more black and brown people for stops and searches even though you know at least
70% of the searches for all those races/ethnicities will uncover nothing illegal, the result will inevitably be
criminal courts, jails and prisons filled overwhelmingly with black and brown people.    And, in turn the loss of
legitimacy and trust for SFPD that flows from continuing practices that they now know target African
Americans for searches at a rate 11 times higher than whites even though 70% of those searched are wholly
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innocent — statistically confirming the sense in the African American community that they are still singled out
in 2021 (!) for far harsher treatment — does incalculable damage to the SFPD’s ability to effectively serve and
improve public safety in that community.  

Two decades ago I led a multi-organizational national campaign to legislatively-require and/or encourage
voluntary collection of race data on stops and searches by America’s law enforcement agencies.  That
partnership between the major civil rights organizations and key law enforcement groups like the National
Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives (NOBLE) proved to be very successful and generated
considerable bipartisan support.  For example, I worked with then State Senator Barack Obama on his Illinois
data collection bill and teamed with NOBLE to persuade then-Governor George W. Bush to direct state
agencies in Texas to collect the same data young State Senator Obama’s law required.   The oft-repeated
mantra then from our allies among forward-thinking executives in law enforcement trying to convince their
colleagues to get on board was “we can’t manage what we don’t measure.”    And, the flood of law enforcement
racial disparity data from around the country that now exists traces back to the jumpstart for those efforts that
the campaign was designed to provide.  

But the goal was never just to measure the problem — though we knew the new data would make it impossible
for the recalcitrant corners of law enforcement (particularly the police unions) to continue gaslighting the
public with denials that the problem even existed.  (Mission accomplished!)  The goal was always to facilitate
proactive management of the problem and to eventually solve it.  

At this point, thanks to the boost from the 96A legislation spearheaded by then-Supervisor Cohen, few agencies
have had better and more detailed disparity data measuring the problem as well as SFPD.   But very few big
city agencies are doing less than SFPD — over an extended period of time — to actually manage and address
the particularly extreme disparities the local data has irrefutably exposed.    Over the intervening years, a
variety of management solutions have been tried by others — but not SFPD — to reduce these sorts of
disparities and some consensus best practices have emerged.  Those form the basis for the recommendations
I’ve highlighted in my repeated submissions.  

But if SFPD still has not articulated any particular quantifiable goal for disparity reductions over any particular
time frame —and the Police Commission still fails to set these for them — San Francisco cannot be said to be
actually managing at all the problem they’ve spent a lot of time and money painstakingly measuring.   And,
the quarterly 96A reports will continue to be deeply dispiriting — and quite damning — exercises in
handwringing…  likely documenting the truly shocking but nonetheless no longer surprising scope of the very
serious problem the SFPD stubbornly refuses to prioritize. 

The SFPD knows how to use quantifiable goals to prioritize the problems it’s actually committed to effectively
addressing.  Those of you on the Commission for a few years surely can spot the difference when the SFPD is
committed and highly motivated to achieving institutional goals and when it fails to truly prioritize the sort of
changes that significant segments of the internal culture continue to resist.. (or at least are not yet convinced
are actually needed).  President Cohen surely recognizes the tell-tale signs of institutional foot-dragging from
SFPD from her eight years on the Board of Supervisors.    And, the two newer Commissioners will learn this
lesson soon enough.   

For now, consider this contrasting example of huge “progress” towards a high priority, SFPD  institutional goal
— also quantifiable — over an extended period of time.  Over the same last decade marked by stagnant and
persistently extreme racial disparities in the policing it provides, SFPD has successfully and massively
expanded its budget by an inflation-adjusted one-third, gobbling up an additional $170 million each year in
local taxpayer funding and adding a whopping 500 employees to its ranks.   During this same time period, new
contracts for all ranks of the department have repeatedly awarded significant pay and benefit boosts on top of
compensation packages that the SFPOA leadership had already described as the most generous in the country.  
SFPD obviously knows how to ensure San Francisco taxpayers will pay top dollar for what should -- based on
cost and local values -- be among the most modern, professional, effective, fully transparent, community-
oriented, minimally violent and racially equitable policing in the country.   The only reason we are still
saddled with among the worst big city racial disparities in the country  — notwithstanding that drastically
increased level of investment — is that the SFPD has lacked the institutional commitment needed to reduce
them… and the Police Commission has, to date, not required it from them. 



4.  “OPEN DOORS”?

Addressing the presenters at the close of this item on Wednesday, Chief Scott sought to reassure us that the
SFPD would always have “open doors” for our ideas.    I am too old (and my blood pressure runs too high) to
waste time going through open SFPD doors behind which are obviously closed minds that have, over a number
of years, shown little interest in prioritizing this issue with sufficient urgency and sustained commitment.  

While the SFPD’s extreme racial disparities persist — and are called out nearly weekly in public comments,
regularly in local press coverage, and recently in the national media — I have repeatedly provided the SFPD
with best practices recommendations along with background information from a variety of law enforcement
sources ranging from the California RIPA Board, to the Police Executives Research Forum, to the leading police
reform practitioners now running projects in academia that have been effectively guiding motivated police
organizations to improved results.   Not only have none of these proposals been acted upon, it appears they’ve
never been seriously considered… all while each and every day SFPD officers are allowed to  continue to stop,
search and use force against black and brown people with a massively disproportionate frequency.  In short,
we’ve allowed SFPD to continue its pattern and practice of treating African Americans and Latinx individuals
differently than white people long after we’ve had data conclusively proving that the extremely disparate
treatment has not been significantly reduced.  

That’s not acceptable to me.   I’m pretty sure it’s not acceptable to most San Franciscans.  It ought not be
acceptable to you.   Not in 2021.   It obviously is still “acceptable enough” to SFPD to not actively pursue the
most impactful of the widely-known best practices changes that are obviously needed to finally start to
meaningfully address these problems.  

SFPD has made clear they are not truly committed to trying to solve this problem.   Are you?  If so, you will act. 

Thank you again for your attention.

John Crew
(415) 793-4146

cc. Police Commission Office
      Chief William Scott, SFPD
      President Shamann Walton, Board of Supervisors
      Paul Henderson, DPA
      Jermain Jones, DPA
      Kate Chatfield, San Francisco District Attorney’s Office
      Brian Cox, San Francisco Public Defender’s Office
      Captain Yulanda Williams, Officers for Justice
      Dante King
      Adante Pointer
      Phelicia Jones, Wealth and Disparities in the Black Community
      John Alden, Oakland CPRA

******** CORRESPONDENCE OF MARCH 14, 2021 **********

Paul,

Thanks for this email request and the brief phone conversation.   You've asked for three policy ideas explained with a couple of
paragraphs on each to address the various extreme racial disparities that have tragically plagued and defined San Francisco policing for
generations now.    You'd like my views on what can be done but I'm convinced that meaningful progress won't finally be made on this
subject unless and until San Francisco confronts why this problem has been allowed to fester for so very long.   

A NEW COMMITMENT IS NEEDED TO SOLVE AN OLD -- BUT STILL URGENT -- PROBLEM

Racial disparities in policing are not the inevitable "cost of doing business."  They are the byproduct of a series of choices.   The
disparities are avoidable yet, to date, San Francisco has repeatedly chosen through inaction to not make the sort of changes needed -- the



sort of changes recommended repeatedly by experts and implemented elsewhere -- that could and would, over time, drive these
disparities down and make policing more equitable and effective in our City.    

After all, San Francisco not only suffers from extreme racial disparities in various policing outcomes, we recently made national news for
producing some of the very worst big city racial disparities in the entire country! ( https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/the-biden-
administration-wants-to-address-racial-bias-in-policing-what-cities-should-it-investigate/ .)     After all, the consistently damning data
and the various manifestations of San Francisco's racially disparate policing problem have been well-known locally and well-covered by
the press for decades.  After all, the recent Center for Policing Equity (CPE) report on SFPD racial disparities is just the latest in a very
long series of reports on this glaring problem with San Francisco policing from the Police Executives Research Forum, the Burns
Institute, the USDOJ, the Blue Ribbon Panel and others alongside repeated sets of prior recommendations from civil rights groups and
others (including your own office).   After all, organized attempts within law enforcement to measure with data and address with concrete
changes its racial profiling and racial disparity problems have been underway for more than 20 years now with various publications and
resources readily available to all touting various "best practices" approaches.  

At least three San Francisco mayoral administrations, several police chiefs and countless police commissioners have now retained subject
matter experts, studied the problem, held hearings and received "best practices" recommendations on these extreme racial disparities
produced year after year by SFPD.  San Francisco has long been willing to study and talk about the problem and to express concern
("thoughts and prayers") about it.  But when it comes to actually implementing the sort of changes that have been recommended and
that could drive down the disparities, San Francisco has been unwilling to act.  

The predictable result is that the disparities persist.  The data continues to confirm what people of color in San Francisco already sense --
that they are far more likely to be stopped, searched and have force used against them than their white counterparts.   And, even worse,
they increasingly realize our elected and appointed officials have known for a very long time that people of color are treated differently
than whites by SFPD and yet have chosen to not fix the problem even after expert recommendations for doing so have repeatedly been
presented to them.   For all practical purposes, this failure to act in the face of persistently extreme racial disparities has normalized the
disparate treatment...  has robbed the problem of the sense of urgency required in order to fix it... and has made it, if not tolerable,
obviously tolerated -- year after year after year.

So, what's needed far more than three more policy ideas from me or others is for an actual, concrete, public commitment to be made
to end what has been allowed to persist as de facto racist policing in San Francisco.  That commitment requires understanding and
describing the problem not as mere "data disparities" but, instead, as the deeply corrosive and sometimes traumatic impact on generations
of individuals and communities behind that data ...  and, in turn, on the SFPD's relationship with -- and service on behalf of -- them.   It
requires publicly articulating quantifiable goals in disparity reductions across each category over a multi-year period both to inject
urgency into the effort and to provide benchmarks measuring progress or the lack thereof.   It requires publicly identifying the
responsible individuals within SFPD and in DPA who will be held accountable for their agencies' roles in meeting the benchmarks,
reporting on the progress and identifying and addressing any barriers they encounter.  It requires the designation of a Commissioner or
small committee of Commissioners who will oversee this effort and who will ensure it gets the attention and resources it needs.   

In short, it will require a sustained, multi-year effort based on a comprehensive plan.   It's been almost nine months since the Board of
Supervisors passed two resolutions declaring "war" on racism and anti-Black racism to be a human rights and public health crisis in San
Francisco.   Those resolutions cited, in part, these persistent racial disparities generated by SFPD.   Isn't it time for there to be a battle
plan and strategy for actually winning the local policing part of that war and easing that crisis?  

A COMPREHENSIVE, EXPLICITLY "ANTI-RACIST", THREE-POINT PLAN FOR REDUCING DISPARITIES

I'm not going to give you three discrete policy recommendations because, in my view, doing so would fundamentally mischaracterize and
trivialize the complex, multi-faceted nature of the problem.  The policy solutions for the use of force disparities are not necessarily the
same as the ones for the stop disparities...  or for the search disparities.  Each issue requires understanding and addressing multiple
factors that drive the disparities and that, without change-oriented interventions, guarantee they will continue.   For example, when
the Police Commission was briefly focused on the consent search part of the problem in 2016, I was encouraged to provide my
recommendations in advance of a planned hearing on that topic.  I'm attaching my 2016 suggestions for 11 proposed action steps that
were needed on just that part of the problem.   The item was removed from the Commission calendar without being heard and, to my
knowledge, has not reappeared since.    As far as I know, most of those 2016 recommendations -- based on "best practices" solutions
that had been tried elsewhere or recommended by leading national police reformers like Ron Davis, then head of USDOJ COPS and
President Obama's 21st Century Policing Task Force -- were, just like so many recommendations from others, never actively pursued
in San Francisco.  

Instead of offering just three policy ideas, it's far more realistic to acknowledge that any comprehensive plan to drive and keep down the
racial disparities over a number of years will have to involve multiple reforms that target three critical areas in dire need of greater
scrutiny and reform:   (1) affirmatively rooting out all signs of explicit bias;  (2) eliminating or reducing the use of short-sighted
tactics and crime reduction strategies inevitably infected by unavoidable implicit bias; and, (3) fundamentally changing the elements
of SFPD's internal culture that work against driving down racial disparities as a necessary and shared institutional goal.   

I was proud of last year's decision by my hometown police force to post "black lives matter" posters in stations.   But SFPD needs to
affirmatively, consistently and fully align its policies and its actions with its words.   The values statements that accompanied those
"black lives matters" posters require SFPD to do more than pursue only the least controversial and least disruptive of reforms.   They
require doing what is necessary to eliminate racial disparities rather than continuing to accept and tolerate them.  They require SFPD to
be more than merely a passive "non-racist" police department that will act on evidence of racism if and when it's exposed by others (as
with the texting scandals).   They require SFPD to be consistently "anti-racist" in the sense of being proactive in promoting, pursuing
and holding itself accountable to achieving racially equitable results in its policing.   

Using the terms as described by Ibram X. Kendi in his recent book How to be an Anti-Racist, a non-racist police department would fire
officers who sent racist texts after they're exposed by others.   But, an anti-racist police department would hold accountable any officer
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who received or knew about those texts and didn't report it and it would addres the obvious cultural problems that caused those officers to
think they could send those texts with impunity.  A non-racist police department would apologize to a former trainer who complained of
the presence of widespread anti-black bias on the force.  But, an anti-racist department would publicly acknowledge and confront with
concrete reforms the cultural problem at the root of that complaint.   Yes, an anti-racist police department would post "black lives
matter" signs and supporting values statements in its stations.   But, a merely non-racist police department would express concern about
the racial disparities their policing produces while an anti-racist police deparment would proactively pursue and make the changes
necessary -- even over internal oppposition -- for eliminating those disparities.  

I am suggesting the use of the Kendi terminology because it seems that SFPD as an institution -- among some of its management, most
its rank and file and definitely in the broader culture -- believes that merely being non-racist and intolerant of explicit racism (if and
when it's exposed) is enough.   That's why the SFPD's persistently extreme racial disparities (that cannot be tied directly to explicit
racism) are not understood internally as an urgent enough problem to actually fix... (unlike, say, a serious officer safety concern). 
  It's why solutions to this problem -- recommended by policing experts and implemented elsewhere -- are not actively pursued by
SFPD if they're perceived to be too disruptive, controversial internally or requiring "too much" effort or money.    An anti-racist SFPD
would recognize and embrace the reality that working far more proactively and systematically to drastically reduce these disparities is
key to its legitimacy, its efffectiveness and, possibly and eventually, to any long-term civic willingness to continue to fund their
operations in such generous amounts.    An SFPD that can't or won't work more diligently and effectively towards racially equitable
policing is an SFPD that might -- and should -- eventually lose much of its public support.

The question is whether San Francisco in 2021 is satisfied with having a merely non-racist police agency that continues to provide de
facto racist policing in the form of avoidably extreme racially disparate results.   Is that acceptable to most San Franciscans -- having
a police department that produces among the very worst racial disparities in the country?  Or is San Francisco finally ready to require
that SFPD fully transition into an agency that always aspires to be affirmatively anti-racist and that is, therefore, required to
proactively pursue the sort of comprehensive changes that will eventually produce far more racially equitable results?   

If it's the former, this exercise will prove to be a waste of time -- just another part of an on-going charade whereby San Francisco officials
periodically claim they want equitable treatment for people of color by SFPD but refuse to take the steps necessary to meet that
achievable goal.  If it's the latter, the Commission should set about -- 

1.  PROACTIVELY ROOTING OUT ALL SIGNS OF EXPLICIT BIAS 

It is very rare that any particular stop, search or use of force against a person of color can be proven to have been the result of the racist
views of the officers involved.   Not many officers are still openly hurling racial slurs in the age of body cameras and civilian cell phone
recording of police interactions.  But, unless SFPD is somehow the miracle, "unicorn" big city police agency that employs no racist
officers at all, then there is no doubt that some of the disparities are attributable to however many racist SFPD officers are still making
stops and searches and using force.   It will never be possible to quantify exactly how much of the problem is attributable to them.   But
it is possible to minimize this part of the problem as much as possible by being far more proactive about it.  That's why SFPD should be
doing what other major police agencies are already doing to try to identity and root out officers who harbor or support racist,
extremist, or white supremacist views -- especially in the wake of off-duty police involvement in the January 6th insurrection, the
repeated FBI warnings about white supremacist infiltration of law enforcement agencies, the demand a few days ago from House
impeachment manager Jamie Raskin that more be done about this problem, and the various recent scandals involving the discovery of
Bay Area and California police officers who are members or supporters of extremist groups.   (https://abcnews.go.com/US/white-
supremacists-seek-affiliation-law-enforcement-goals-internal/story?id=76309051 https://www.theguardian.com/us-
news/2021/mar/10/fbi-white-supremacists-police-ties-congress .)

For example, I copied you on my letter to the Commission two months ago urging them to require SFPD to act on the California Racial
and Identity Profiling Advisory (RIPA) board's recommendation that agencies conduct social media reviews to identify and root out
officers with extremist views as a necessary step towards more effectively combating avoidable racial disparities in policing.   That letter
called on the Commission to also act on the recommendations from the 2020 Brennan Center for Justice report "Hidden in Plain
Sight:  Racism, White Supremacy and Far-Right Militancy in Law Enforcement" and to require the SFPD to follow the example of
LAPD and other big city police agencies in proactively seeking to identify any officers who may have been in DC, off-duty, on January
6th. 
( https://sfgov.org/policecommission/sites/default/files/Documents/PoliceCommission/January%206th%20Insurrection%20in%20DC%20-
-%20Urgent%20Action%20Steps%20for%20SFPD.pdf )  But, to my knowledge, neither the Commission nor SFPD have acted on these
recommendations from the nation's top law enforcement experts on this subject.   For the moment, they seem content with the sort of
purely reactive posture the SFPD has always taken with respect to explicit racism on the force -- namely it will act only if and when
SFPD officers are exposed by others (like the FBI, for example) -- even though increasingly SFPD's peer law enforcement agencies
recognize the need to be proactive in at least trying to identify any racist officers they may unknowingly already employ.  Trying to
identify and root out explicit racism at the hiring stage is admirable but is a  woefully inadequate approach to the overall problem. 
 There must be concerted, proactive efforts to identify and root out explicit racism among those already on the force.  

2.  ELIMINATING STRATEGIES AND TACTICS INFECTED WITH IMPLICIT BIASES

We are products of a society that creates implicit biases within all of us.   Implicit bias training -- if effective -- may make officers more
aware of these biases but, notwithstanding the value of heightened awareness, it has long been recognized that certain policing strategies
and tactics become unavoidably infected by implicit bias and, therefore, are significant contributors to stop and search racial
disparities.   Strategies that rely on officers using "hunches" and "guesses" -- rather than specific behaviors and evidence creating
reasonable suspicions -- cause racial disparities when officers' implicit biases inevitably impact their decisions.   As explained in some
detail in my 2016 letter, the common use of pretext stops -- where the technical, legal excuse for a stop (a burned out tail light,
jaywalking, or other very minor infractions that do not normally lead to stops at all) is unrelated to the actual underlying purpose -- has
repeatedly been shown to result in racial profiling.   When communities of color know from experience -- and the data confirms -- that
the very same, technically illegal behaviors in predominantly white neighborhoods do not result in the sorts of "fishing expedition" stops
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and searches that take place in their own neighborhoods, the obvious.. observable... quantifiable.. long-standing.. racially inequitable
treatment that poisons police-community relations and actively undermines community safety outweighs the supposed (but rarely
critically examined) crime-suppression benefits of continuing to use this outdated and widely discredited form of policing. 

So, for example, nineteen years ago the ACLU called on the SFPD to stop making pretext stops in light of local data already showing
the tactic was causing the sort of extreme racial disparities that continue to this day.  ( https://www.aclu.org/press-releases/aclu-report-
blasts-san-francisco-police-failure-report-racial-profiling-stops-and .)  It's been more than six years since President Obama's 21st
Century Policing Task Force called on law enforcement agencies to at least rigorously and publicly evaluate the use of this and other
crime-fighting strategies that lead to racial profiling and racial disparities so that the most-heavily-impacted communities -- not the
police -- can determine if these tactics are actually "worth it."   This is why the data on the Traffic Division's vehicular stops and
searches must be fully disaggregated and presented separately from the data from the stations and other specialized units. The Traffic
Division is, for the most part, making stops motivated by its traffic safety mission.   Traffic officers doing traffic enforcement are
generally not making pretext stops.  That's not where SFPD's racial profiling problem is most extreme.  It's in stations and units using
traffic and other minor violations for non-traffic safety reasons.

Similarly, it's been six years since the Chronicle -- using data readily available to SFPD -- reported massive racial disparities in SFPD's
use of Penal Code Section 148 -- resisting, obstructing or interfering with lawful actions by police officers. 
 (https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/African-Americans-cited-for-resisting-arrest-at-6229946.php .)  Officers have enormous
discretion -- seemingly never questioned by SFPD management -- in deciding what conduct constitutes unlawful resistance,
obstruction or interference and that data has long shown that those discretionary decisions by SFPD officers are often infected by
their implicit biases.   Since that investigative piece was published, this conclusion has been reinforced time and again by incidents of
questionable PC 148 stops and arrests by SFPD officers involving non-whites --  often involving avoidable uses of force, litigation
settlements and now the pending criminal prosecution of an officer who ignored the 2016 use of force reforms by making no attempts to
de-escalate before brutally beating with his baton an African American man who, the body cam video shows, was given no information
about why he was being contacted and virtually no opportunity to comply with an officer's barked commands.   (Had I engaged in the
exact same conduct as that man in the exact same circumstances there is no chance at all I would've been brutally beaten and sent to the
hospital.  That sort of obviously racially disparate treatment should be unacceptable in San Francisco.   Instead, through the longstanding
failure to even try to address this particular type of already-established racially inequitable treatment, it's been normalized.)   Because the
law enforcement profession has long-recognized the potential for abuse of "contempt of cop" obstructing / resisting laws, the SFPD's
Early Intervention System requires that officers' use of Penal Code 148 be tracked yet the Police Commission has seemingly continued to
allow SFPD to ignore that critical requirement.   It would be fairly simple to identify who the outlier officers using PC 148 charges with
disproportionate frequency generally and against people of color might be. . . and which particular stations, assignments, shifts,
under which supervisors generate a disproportionate number of PC 148 arrests and related uses of force.   A police agency committed
to driving down racial disparities would proactively seek out and use this information for a variety of non-disciplinary interventions
and other management purposes.  But SFPD is not that agency... yet.

3.  CREATING, NURTURING AND REINFORCING A CHANGE-ORIENTED, ASPIRATIONALLY ANTI-RACIST
INTERNAL CULTURE

San Francisco's very extreme racial disparities in its policing outcomes have been allowed to persist for decades because, quite
simply, the SFPD's internal culture does not recognize them to be a problem that needs fixing.   There is no need to review here the
many negative examples of the SFPD's internal culture that have played out publicly in recent years.    In my experience, both active duty
officers of color and retirees alike freely acknowledge and describe its effects when speaking candidly.   One African American officer
told the 2016 Blue Ribbon Panel that "the racist culture is deeply rooted and goes back years and years."   One "high level confidential
witness" described an extremely "insular" culture that "resulted in SFPD's disconnection from the culture and practices of other
metropolitan police forces" and that "compared to other departments, SFPD did not look beyond itself for guidance...." 
( https://sfblueribbonpanel.com/brp-full-report , pg. 146.)   This outdated, deeply insular SFPD culture is well-known in police
management circles nationally.  In 2016, I worked with then-Commission Vice President Turman to re-write and finalize the job notice
for the recruitment of a new chief and, working with other commissioners and the recruiter, I used my various national law enforcement
contacts in an effort to try to ensure the candidate pool would include strong, diverse applicants with management experience in other big
city police agencies.   That effort ran into immediate and widespread skepticism that a City so well-known for allowing SFPD to remain
so insular and behind the times would seriously consider outside candidates and, even if so, would adequately support an outsider chief in
the face of certain internal resistance.

So since -- as a former Police Commission president liked to observe -- "culture eats policy for lunch," driving down these racial
disparities will require intentional and concrete efforts aimed at fundamentally changing the SFPD culture that has produced and
tolerated them for so very long.   If San Francisco wants change-oriented, anti-racist, community-minded police leaders and officers to
suceed internally in the face of so many officers who see nothing wrong with the status quo policing that has produces these disparities, it
must require SFPD to implement "best practices" approaches that support and protect the former and that encourage the latter to "get with
the program."   For example, agencies that truly want and expect officers to intervene to prevent misconduct, to report examples of
explicit bias, or to raise questions about implicit biases infecting discretionary decisions, don't rely on mere "not on my watch"-style
pledges.  They take advantage of the best training and comprehensive programs available designed to make sure "the bad cop has more to
fear from the good cop than the other way around" and that at all times there is a shared responsibility for not allowing "bad policing to
undermine good, anti-racist policing."   The Georgetown University Innovative Policing Program run by one of the most experienced
and successful police reform veterans of the Obama and Clinton Justice Departments, Christy Lopez, offers to police agencies at no
cost the services its ABLE Project (Active Bystandership for Law Enforcement) -- "a national hub for training, technical
assistance, and research, all with the aim of creating a police culture in which officers routinely intervene as
necessary to: prevent misconduct; avoid police mistakes; and, promote officer health and wellness" and that
includes "practical, scenario-based training for police agencies in the strategies and tactics of police peer
intervention."   The "catch" is that in order to qualify for this no cost partnership the agency "must commit to creating a
culture of active bystandership and peer intervention through policy, training, support, and accountability." 
 ( https://www.law.georgetown.edu/innovative-policing-program/active-bystandership-for-law-enforcement/ .)  Why does SFPD --
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with an internal culture that produces some of the worst racial disparities in the country -- still buck the national
trend towards providing officers with high quality, scenario-based training designed to create new police cultures
unified against explicitly racist policing and armed with the tools to question and change policing infected by
implicit biases?     

By way of one more example, a culture that actually wanted to drive down racial disparities in uses of force would proactively use the
data it already has to hold itself, its top and mid-level management and its rank and file accountable not just to the goal of ensuring
force is used sparingly against all but also is not used disproportionately against people of color.   Consistent with patterns seen in
other big city police agencies, SFPD's own data shows that relatively few outlier officers use force far more frequently than their
similarly-situated peers.   An anti-racist agency would dig deeper to determine whether these particular officers are also
disproportionately responsible for creating the racial disparities in uses of force -- and, if so, why.    Not using the available data that
might pinpoint the causes for this problem and lead to solutions means the culture does not see using force more frequently against
people of color to be a problem at all.    This same cultural denialism about the use of force data exists on the station level.   SFPD's data
has long shown Mission Station as the SFPD's outlier in uses of force and, in turn, the CPE data makes clear that Mission Station is
a major driver of the SFPD's overall extreme racial disparity in uses of force because of the frequency Mission officers use force against
Black and Latinx subjects. 
(https://sfgov.org/policecommission//sites/default/files/Documents/PoliceCommission/PoliceCommission021021-CPE-SFPD-Report-
Final.pdf , Figure 19, pg. 33.)  This has been well known for a long time.  Mission Station's uses of force skyrocketed 60% from 2012 to
2014 and has remained high since then.   Half of the ten SFPD officer-involved shootings in 2015 involved Mission Station officers.  But
my own and others' prior pleas to San Francisco officials to zero in on the source of the problem fell on deaf ears.    In 2019,
SFPD Internal Affairs and DPA veteran staffer John Alden framed for Mission Local what had become basically common
knowledge -- "Every Station at SFPD has a culture, reinforced by each officer’s right to pick their station assignment, so
some wonder if this trend is caused by Mission Station’s culture."   But because the internal culture of SFPD seemingly
has no interest in working to reduce racial disparities in uses of force, it has shown no willingness to confront and
honestly address -- much less hold anyone in particular responsible for fixing -- a primary source of this problem,
Mission Station.

CONCLUSION

My submission in 2016 on this same issue concluded -- "I cannot emphasize strongly enough that without
concrete actions of the type outlined above, this problem will not solve itself.   In fact, inaction on this topic over many
years has made the problem worse.  It's time to make it better."    Thanks to another four-and-a-half years of
inaction -- a time period devoid of any particular strategic focus on these disparities, no articulated goal of reducing them,
much less a comprehensive "best practices" plan for doing so -- it should be no surprise that by 2021 San Francisco
would be singled out for posting some of the very worst racial disparities among all big city police forces in the
country.   

Here's hoping San Francisco is now finally ready to address its addiction to de facto racist policing in a meaningful and
comprehensive manner.    And, here's hoping that you and DPA stand ready to do your part -- by providing the Commission
with the sort of "best practices" policy analysis and expertise they need and have a right to expect from DPA...  by holding
SFPD's feet to the fire when they lag in their efforts... and, by holding yourselves fully accountable to your long-standing
institutional policy and auditing role under a series of charter amendments enacted by the voters to create and fully empower
the OCC/DPA.   

I confess I'm worried that the departure of Samara Marion in 2020 and, as far as I can tell, the failure so far to either hire or
designate her replacement in the critical DPA "policy analyst" role may not bode well for the success of your efforts.  I don't
mind being asked for my recommendations (again) on this topic but ultimately it's the DPA's job to continue performing this
critical policy advocacy function for the Commission and SFPD.    The charter requires it.  The times demand it.  And the
public deserves it.   Both the SFPD and DPA are extremely well-funded.  A city truly committed to addressing these and
other much-needed policy reforms in SFPD would prioritize filling this critical policy analyst role in DPA with experienced, top
level talent as soon as possible.  Please let me know if you think I could provide any assistance or advocacy that might help
bring that about.   And, of course, please clue me in if you believe the gap left by Samara's departure has already been
addressed.  

In case it's helpful to them, I am taking the liberty of copying a few individuals who I believe are among the other "Justice
Reform Partners" you reached out to seeking suggestions on this topic.  Please feel free to share this with your other
partners or anyone else.   

Thank you,

John Crew

Enclosure

cc.  Members, San Francisco Police Commission
       Chief of Police William Scott
       Mayor London Breed
       Members, San Francisco Board of Supervisors
       James Byrne,  Police Commission nominee
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       Yulanda Williams, Officers for Justice
       Yolanda Jackson, Bar Association of San Francisco
       Dante King
       Phelicia Jones, Wealth and Disparities in the Black Community
       Brian Cox, Public Defender's Office
       Danielle Harris, Public Defender's Office 

 


